This work explores an additive-manufacturing-enabled combination-of-function approach for design of modular products. AM technologies allow the design and manufacturing of nearly free-form geometry, which can be used to create more complex, multi-function or multi-feature parts. The approach presented here replaces sub-assemblies within a modular product or system with more complex consolidated parts that are designed and manufactured using AM technologies. This approach can increase the reliability of systems and products by reducing the number of interfaces, as well as allowing the optimization of the more complex parts during the design. The smaller part count and the ability of users to replace or upgrade the system or product parts on-demand should reduce user risk, life-cycle costs, and prevent obsolescence for the user of many systems. This study presents a detailed review on the current state-of-the-art in modular product design in order to demonstrate the place, need and usefulness of this AM-enabled method for systems and products that could benefit from it. A detailed case study is developed and presented to illustrate the concepts.
Introduction
As additive manufacturing (AM) technology becomes more widely used and accepted within the engineering and production world, the many benefits it offers are becoming increasingly useful in engineering design. One of the main advantages offered is the elimination of tooling and work fixtures needed in traditional manufacturing processes [1] [2] [3] [4] . AM builds parts in layers directly from computer-aided design (CAD) data with few geometric restrictions, allowing the use and manufacturing of parts with very complex features. This design freedom is very useful in the production of optimized parts which could replace existing single parts or even several whole parts which interact with each other. Formally, the design goal is to either consolidate several parts into one or to decompose and recombine parts into new ones [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Ideally, these new parts are functionally superior to the original ones; however, just having more control over the part geometry during processing may provide many benefits on its own by simplifying the manufacturing process [9] [10] [11] . The variety of new and tailored materials available for AM processing could also allow the use of materials which would be infeasible during more traditional design and manufacturing processes.
A good example of this is the recent widespread use of titanium alloys in the manufacturing of small and complex medical devices [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ; most of these new designs would be impractical or infeasible to manufacture using traditional methods due to the material and geometric design problems involved in producing the devices.
Since no special tooling or fixtures are needed, it is also possible to produce replacement or upgraded parts on-demand as the user needs them [17, 18] . Additive technologies could also allow the development of part families [19, 20] , allowing a single system to adapt to different jobs by the simple exchanging of a few essential components as needed; an effective method for accomplishing this is to produce a "parent" or "archetype" design and then modify as needed [21] [22] [23] . For many systems which can benefit from AM during design and production, fixed design of every component is not needed, as additional parts and part sets can be made on-demand, often even in the field [24] [25] [26] . Figure 1 shows the concept map of the general AM process flow. A plethora of additive processes are available, based on several different parent technologies and are able to effectively process a very wide variety of materials [17, 27, 28] . The process families are defined according to the state of the raw material before processing, the method of material deposition, and method of layer fusion. Consideration of the distinction between processes is important because various processes have different strengths and weaknesses for different applications [17, 28, 29] . Reduced integration complexity within many systems or products can serve to increase their reliability, giving a longer useful life and higher customer satisfaction. It is well known that most failures in any system happen at the interfaces between the system components, so the more interfaces that exist in the design, the more failure modes exist as well. The whole system reliability is also based on the reliabilities of the individual components, with the system or product reliability being based on the product of the n component reliabilities [30] [31] [32] for a system of series components ( Figure 2 ). R = P(x 1 )P(x 2 )P(x 3 ) · · · P(x n ) The system can be made more or less reliable with the addition of fail-safe components and the system arrangement changes (e.g., using parallel components) [33, 34] . However, the elimination of interfaces in the system should improve it by simplification in itself; reduction in the part count (i.e., fewer component reliabilities to monitor) and the careful arrangement of the components can offer further improvements to system usefulness and reliability [35] [36] [37] [38] .
The informed designer can make use of these relationships and the strengths of additive manufacturing processes during the design stage. In addition to increasing the system reliability and reducing the part count in some systems, considering design-for-AM (DFAM) principles during design can drastically expand the available design space, as well as dodge many of the pitfalls encountered during the production stage. Preventing poor manufacturability of features, preventing material problems, and addressing other manufacturing concerns are a common theme for most design-for-manufacturing (DFM) methods [11, 39] . When the system under design is a "modular" system which consists of a number of subsystems, this is particularly important. Expansion of the design space is very useful in ensuring that the resulting system can be optimized and rendered more reliable and useful to the stakeholders of the system. Some interesting practical examples of "modular" systems from several recently-published studies are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3a is a modular building addition system which can be used to add floors and rooms to existing buildings, presented by Dind et al. [40] ; similarly, Sharafi et al. [41] designed a system of foam-filled modular building panels (Figure 3b ) that can be used to rapidly put up new structures to be used by disaster victims. Electrical, power storage, and communications grids are also common users of modular systems, as discussed in the work by Zhang et al. [42] and shown in Figure 3c . Modular mechanical systems are common as well, such as the robotic manipulator ( Figure 3d ) described in the work by Mishra et al. [43] . [40] ; (b) modular panels for emergency housing construction [41] ; (c) battery storage system in an electric grid [42] ; and (d) modular mechanical manipulator [43] .
Some unresolved issues exist within the DFAM paradigm, however, and restrict its applicability. First and foremost, during the design process, the practicability of actually using part consolidation or recombination in DFAM [5] [6] [7] must be carefully examined. This is not always a good approach for every system or product and this must be carefully considered when choosing to which design or re-design process to use [7, 44] . Several previous studies have considered this question and have provided case studies and some guideline for using part consolidation or recombination effectively [5] [6] [7] [44] [45] [46] [47] ; a more general set of guidelines for this is an important ongoing research topic. From the manufacturing perspective, AM processes tend to be at least as restrictive, if not more, in terms of manufacturability constraints than traditional processes. [29, [48] [49] [50] The layer-based nature of all AM processes produce anisotropic material properties in the final parts [17, [51] [52] [53] , the surface finish of final parts can be poor [17, [54] [55] [56] , and the inherent residual stresses from some processes can dramatically reduce the fatigue life of the parts [57] [58] [59] . Due to these and other considerations, AM-made parts can be prone to fracture and may have poor dimensional accuracy for some processes and materials.
It should also be noted that not all materials can be effectively processed using AM, which adds a further consideration when using AM principles in design. Parts where more than one material is needed for correct functionality can be especially challenging to resolve under DFAM, as different types of materials generally need to be processed using different kinds of AM processes, which may have different levels of accuracy and material quality. Much progress has been made in all these areas, but they are important areas of concern during design when AM processes are involved. It is clear that using DFAM is a trade-off game for many systems, especially those requiring certification or which could cost human lives if they fail, and this needs to be carefully considered by designers considering the use of any DFAM method.
In the cases where AM is applicable and feasible to use in manufacturing the system and part consolidation or recombination are useful, the concepts of DFAM can be applied to modular systems; under this concept, components that were formerly designed as sub-assemblies can now be designed as single parts with many built-in functions, drastically decreasing the time and cost involved in designing, developing, integrating, and producing them. This definition of modular design by part consolidation was first described in detail by Hernandez et al. [60] in the context of rocket airframe design. The present study further explores and develops the concept for more general engineering design. The main focus of this study is to explore the idea of modular product design based on the use of large, complex, multi-function parts that can replace some sub-assemblies in modular design.
This study analyzes the concept in several sections, each presented in a section of the paper. First, an extensive review of the literature will be done to find the overall working definition of modular product design and explore traditional design modularization methods (Section 2. Next, AM-enabled design and combination-of-functions approach will be carefully defined and discussed (Section 3). The application space for the concept will also be discussed and a hybrid system proposed (Section 4). Finally, a case study to demonstrate the concept that will be developed in this study will be presented in detail and discussed (Section 5). Note that in this paper, the terms "system" and "product" are used interchangeably; in the context of this work, the only significant difference between two consists of the size and scale of the design.
Modular Design: Theory and Applications
The concept of modular design has been explored extensively, resulting in a wide variety of different definitions and problem-specific applications. Chung et al. [61] defined design modularity as the ability of a product to be producible via reconfiguration of existing parts or subsystems; another perspective, proposed by Gershenson et al. [62] and Baldwin et al. [63] is to intentionally design the system as a set of separable modules specific to that system or product. These definitions vary in their approach, but they both agree that the degree of modularity of a system is its ability to be separated and reconfigured. According to Bonvoisin et al. [64] , modular design can be broken down into three complementary activities: (1) design with modules; (2) identification of modules; and (3) design of modules (Table 1 ). Concepts of "modularity" in design theory and practice have undergone several modifications in recent decades; according to an extensive literature survey conducted by Gershenson et al. [62] , it is difficult to achieve a common consensus on definition and appropriate application of the terms modular or modularity. Similarly, Bonvoisin et al. [64] conclude that different researchers typically use their own interpretation of the definition and parameters used to produce modular designs, making a universal definition even more difficult to achieve. According to Todorova and Durisin [65] , theories on modular management of products are often conflicted between increasing flexibility through manufacturing multiple products from few components and gaining flexibility through faster component innovation. 
Design with Modules
Involves designing a new product out of existing pools of pre-defined modules or parts; conceptually, this is similar to assembling a set of Lego-blocks
Identifying Modules
Requires a deep understanding of the product or system and includes studying the current product, evaluating the component grouping, clustering the components accordingly, then redesigning and integrating the defined modules and their interfaces
Design of Modules
Necessitates the design of new modules to meet new requirements or to replace obsolete or poorly-designed modules
Even with this ambiguity in definitions, the interest in modularization of product design has increased over the years because of its many benefits in some applications. Gershenson et al. [62] and Ulrich and Tung [66] studied the impact of modularity on different industries. These studies described several benefits, including:
• Decrease in production cost due to re-usability of components across different families Gershenson et al. [62] further concluded that, because of fewer assembly types and increase utilization of part designs for several systems, production quantities for a given module can be increased, while simultaneously reducing the learning curve for production personnel. In addition, because of fewer unique parts, products can be produced in greater quantity, decreasing the production cost. The development and production cost of modular components is strongly influenced by the product architecture and optimization status. It has been suggested in recent studies that increases in modularity of designs empowers environmental friendly end-of-life design and strategy planning. Ozman [67] studied the impact on open innovation, concluding that modularity increases incentive for open innovation during final stages of the design to make it compatible with different modules. However, Ettlie and Kubarek [68] studied commercial design teams to understand the extent to which the modularity is beneficial; after closely surveying 42 companies, they concluded that novelty in design suffers after 33% of design reuse, and further innovation was absent above 55%. Kassai et al. [69] studied the impact of modularity on agile manufacturing, during which the development of a modularity matrix helped designers to better understand the product.
Based on the definition and desired impact of modularity, researchers have defined several sets of parameters that drive modularity. Ericsson and Erixon [70] defined a modular driver as the driving forces that impact product modularity and competitive advantages gained from using it. Through different case studies, they obtained twelve modular drivers, which cover the entire life cycle. Kreng and Lee [71] also studied this problem and identified fourteen drivers based on strategies of modular design, product market characteristics, competitive advantages, and customer requirements. Okudan et al. [72, 73] categorized the methods developed for planning and using product modularization in design into three broad categories, specifically: (1) data-mining approaches; (2) mathematical approaches; and (3) design-for-X approaches.
The data mining approaches analyze information from databases and surveys concerning the functions, geometry, supply chain information, and customer feedback to come up with new designs.
Agard and Kusiak [74] described a data-mining approach for modularity analysis, which defines product modules by creating function structures that define the variability and generates options to satisfy design requirements. This approach helps to bridge gap between market and designers. However, data collection may take a long time and incur high cost for the stakeholders. Some researchers also proposed reverse engineering to modify existing products using adaptive redesign as part of a data mining approach [75] [76] [77] . The mathematical modeling approach involves designing for a set of constraints and objective functions using defined variables. In this method, a design structure matrix is commonly used to represent relationships between components and objectives [78] [79] [80] . These methods are useful during product development and product planning while considering many factors. Design-for-X considers conditions for multiple views such as assembly, sustainability, and life cycle [81] [82] [83] . Typically, the X factor that is designed for is a set of defined characteristics, or even a single characteristic. It differs from typical mathematical approaches as it focuses the bulk of design resources on the optimization of a single characteristic or a small set of them. Design-for-X approaches can also be used to generate design constraints to be used for a mathematical approach to designing the system [29] .
A methodology for defining modules for lifecycle engineering using an interaction matrix in weighted average sense, and using algorithms for clustering the modules was developed by Gu et al. [84] . Similarly, Ma et al. [85] developed an approach using characteristics such as cost, environmental impact, and labor time to assess the sustainability at early design stage using fuzzy algorithm. They also included end of lifecycle stage uncertainty to assess the environmental impact. Mutingi et al. [86] also proposed application of a multi criteria fuzzy grouping genetic algorithm approach during early design stage when exact evaluation criteria are unknown to model imprecise information and evaluate possible solutions. Chung et al. [61] and Kristianto and Helo [87] studied the performance of the modular structure during various stages of the supply chain, and using statistical techniques concluded that modular structure optimization can reduce the environmental impact during different stages. Yang et al. [88] and Wang et al. [89] proposed eco-design methods for life cycle engineering of electronic and electricity equipment for improving maintainability, reusability and recyclability of equipment.
Based on the review of the literature discussed in this section, a basic modular design concept relevant to practical design-for-manufacturability problems can be generated. In this paradigm, the modularization of a product or system is a design method where the system is divided into well-defined units; ideally, these units can be designed and manufactured independently from each other and then integrated together by the design teams or a dedicated team of systems engineers; a secondary goal is often to use each unit in more than one product. The overall goal is to produce more product flexibility, increase design and manufacturing efficiency, overcome manufacturing problems, improve customer usability, and decrease overall product cost [20, 60, 84, 90] . A number of generic principles can be derived to best use and harvest value from the modular design process [60, 91, 92 ]:
1. Design of parts and subsystems should be done by specialized teams of experts 2. After design, an integration phase will be required for the system, during which the parts and sub-assemblies are converted into a usable system or product 3. Every aspect of the system should be standardized as much as possible 4. Every design technique used or derived should be developed to be as widely applicable as possible 5. Integrate further plans for testing, maintenance, and upgrades into the original design process 6. Consider end-of-life disassembly, recycling, and retirement during the design process 7. Every component and subsystem should be easily upgradable and repairable 8. Systems should be easily reconfigurable for as many missions as possible
In traditional modular product design, these principles have been best achieved by designing and building a series of independent sub-systems, each with its own mission and functionality; the sum of these subsystems constitutes the overall system or product. This concept is shown in Figure 4 , where the circular connectors represent interfaces for n sub-assemblies, each with a number (q, p, r, . . . , s) of parts for a total of q + p + r + · · · + s parts. While this method is widely used in practice [64, 70] , it is not without its disadvantages. The main issue is the problems that naturally arise from the need to integrate the subsystems together, presumably made by different teams of designers [92] . Communication between these subsystems is key, but is not always effective due to integration issues and subsystem incompatibility. It is well known that most system reliability issues and errors occur at the interfaces within the system [32, [93] [94] [95] . In order to effectively use modular design techniques in practice, a robust method of integration is needed, as discussed in the modular design literature above. The most effective systems engineering (SE) product lifecycle engines consider this in depth in their procedures. Sophisticated examples of this are the SE Engine used by the United States (US) National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [96] and System-of-Systems method used by the US Missile Defense Agency (MDA) [97] . 
AM-Enabled Modular Design (AMEMD) Concept
An effective, though not widely considered, method for modular or semi-modular design is enabled by AM technologies [4, 60, 98] . The ability of AM to make parts of almost unlimited complexity and with high functionality is the key [39, 98] . The concept is simple: when possible, replace the subsystems within the overall system with complex parts that each have the functionality of a subsystem [60] . The benefits of modular design can still be realized, but with many fewer system interfaces and with a simpler design process. In theory, just the elimination of interfaces would dramatically improve the reliability of the system [95] . Figure 5 demonstrates the combination-of-functions concept. In the lower field, the functions are combined into a series of complex, multi-function parts which are essentially "functional modules" [60, 99, 100] ; these are single parts but have the behavior of a sub-assembly of several parts, simply with the interfaces removed. When these are combined into the overall system, they still need to be integrated (where the red dots indicated integration points) but there are far fewer of these points than in the traditional system. On engineering grounds, the potential objection to this approach in design is that the technique eliminates standardization and requires that the parts be highly specialized. Fortunately, one of the most important aspects of AM is its ability for easy mass customization for parts [101, 102] . Since no special tooling or fixtures are required, batches of parts can be nearly infinitely customizable at the design stage [17] . If applied correctly by a knowledgeable designer, considering both the strengths and weaknesses of AM technologies, the need for a supply chain of standard off-the-shelf parts is greatly reduced or eliminated in many systems [17, 24, 26, 28, 103] .
While some systems are practical to additively manufacture as a single part themselves, this effectively suppresses some of the main benefits of modular design. In particular, it is impossible to produce systems that are easily reconfigurable or reparable without replacing any major parts. It is also much more difficult to repair or maintain such systems or use them for purposes other than their core missions. When systems are built as a single part, they are usually throw-away products that are not meant to be repaired or reconfigured [60, 104, 105] . For most products that would benefit from modularity in design, the subsystem-level is likely the highest where it is practical to use a combination-of-functions approach. Hence the concept of feature cataloging in design [60, 106] , which uses a function database of options in design instead of a parts or subsystem catalog, as was often done in traditional design [107] [108] [109] [110] .
AM parts are, by definition, unique one-off or batch parts, where the cost of production depends only on the volume of material used, printing time, and post-processing requirements, as well as certification if needed. In functionally-modular systems, maintaining flexibility is paramount; AM is the perfect tool to deal with this, as the layered nature of additive manufacturing allows for almost infinite design flexibility during the design stage and allows easy part consolidation [4, 60] . However, AM can limit modifications to the design in the field when compared with traditional modular design. From this perspective, it becomes clear that the use of AM in modular design requires the input of some non-modular design principles as well. Several of the basic modularization principles discussed in Section 2 are affected by this change in perspective, particularly standardization, serviceability, and customization (Table 2) .
With these aspects in mind, both positive and negative, of the concept in mind, a reasonable definition of AM-enabled modular design (AMEMD) is:
The process of decomposing a system into sets of functionalities or functions which can be performed by the design and additive manufacturing of multi-functional complex parts. These complex parts will be integrated together to produce the whole system. The functionality of the new system must be equal or superior to a system built from sub-assemblies of off-the-shelf parts, while containing fewer physical parts and interfaces.
Specific characteristics of this design methodology are:
• Complexity vs standardization: An increase in geometric complexity that results in fewer, but more function-dense parts is preferred over standardization of the parts and the use of assemblies of simple parts • Optimization: Optimization for performance of complex parts is preferred over standardization • Design and integration: Design teams for each of the complex parts focus on the design optimization and integration of the part into the system or product • Design prototyping: System design prototypes can be produced quickly using AM technologies, aiding design and integration efforts • On-demand manufacturing: For relatively simple systems, all AM parts, both original and replacement or upgrade parts, are manufactured on-demand directly from CAD data and are not kept in stock. For parts that belong to systems with certification requirements or that require constant stand-by spares, batches of parts can be made and kept as spares, with the option to make more on-demand if needed.
• Serviceability: While the parts are usually non-serviceable, they are easily replaced or upgraded, as long as the system allows access to the parts after completion (i.e., a "line-replaceable unit") • Part disposal: Old parts that are worn out or upgraded are easily recycled due to the low-hazard status of most AM-processes materials • User customization: Parts of the system are almost infinitely customizable and optimizable during the design, but usually not customizable in the field after production • Mass customization: Several parts can be made at once using the same machine and the same batch of raw materials; there may be several of the same part or several different parts in a batch • Core mission: There is only one core mission or set of missions for each system configuration, but this is offset by the increased speed and reduced cost of production and by the optimization of the design before use Table 2 . Modular principles directly affected by the combination-of-functions approach.
Standardization
AM allows the standardization of components, but it is usually more efficient and effective to prioritize optimization of the parts over standardization.
Serviceability
Most AM parts do not allow service on the parts after they are built and must simply be replaced when they wear out. The AM materials are typically highly recyclable and may even be recycled and made into new raw material by the part manufacturer, drastically reducing costs and simplifying the supply chain. The great reduction in cost, both from the elimination of tooling and from recycled materials, could offset the disadvantages of using non-serviceable parts.
User customization
AM-based design could potentially reduce the number of parts in the system, reducing the ability of the customer to modify the system. However, this can be offset by the ability to more completely customize the system during the design stage, reducing the need for the user to modify or optimize it in service. The need for a do-it-all system is greatly reduced when the system can be optimized for its mission at a low cost, as is the case with AM-enabled design.
Domain Applicability
The method presented is not be universally applicable to all types of products and systems and would require a defined domain of validity. The most important restrictions on the use of this design methodology are the physical size of parts, the available batch sizes, material requirements, and the designer's level of skill and experience with the technologies. In addition to these concerns, the designer must also ensure that the proper design-for-manufacturability constraints [29] are applied on the design to ensure that it is feasible for AM. Not all parts and systems will be best made using AM; this determination should be made early in the design process and the AMEMD only used if the complex parts can be feasibly made using AM. As discussed in the introduction, the practicality of using any DFAM method is dependent on the satisfaction of basic manufacturability constraints and the design considerations.
The three fundamental manufacturing aspects of all AM processes are the state of the raw material, the method of producing layers of raw material, and the process for fusing the layers together [17, 18, 27, 29] . From these, the basic manufacturability constraints can be derived for a particular process; there are seven basic process, defined by these aspects, and each have their own set of constraints. Before any design can commence that may use AM, it should be ensured by the designer that the constraints can be met, since AM will not be a feasible manufacturing method otherwise and DFAM is not applicable.
For the combination-of-functions approach presented in this paper, the most important design consideration is the feasibility of consolidating or re-combining the basic parts or functions of the system. In cases where the design is new and the designer simply wishes to design several functions into one part, this is typically not a problem as the design can consider DFAM from conception. However, this method is likely most applicable to the re-design of systems which may benefit from the use of larger and more complex parts to replace subsystems. Therefore, the domain restriction on the design would be driven by the part consolidation. The primary issues that have come up in the literature [5, 7, 44, 106, 111, 112] concerning part consolidation or re-combination are in the areas of repair, maintenance, and component upgrades to the system. As discussed in the previous section, the difficulty in these three areas is inherent in AM-made parts and is not unique to consolidated or re-combined parts. AM parts are typically not easily repairable, with the exception of some metal parts which can be welded or otherwise repaired using traditional manufacturing methods. Maintenance may or may not be a serious issue with AM parts, depending on the material being used and the function of the part; for example, some sintered metal parts subjected to wear can be left only partially dense and infused with oil to prevent the need for active maintenance. On the other hand, parts made from plastics, ceramics, and some metals cannot be maintained easily and so must usually be replaced when needed. One of the important advantages of using general modular design is the ability to upgrade sub-assemblies and individual parts on demand; this advantage does not typically exist at all for AM parts and this must be considered by designers.
In terms of the three main areas of concern for manufacturing constraints and three for part consolidation/re-combination, as well as the "practical" considerations described above, the potential drawbacks can be mitigated by careful planning and evaluation early in the design. Only from careful analysis of these constraints can the domain applicability be established for a particular design. Figure 6 shows some of the main decision variables that must be considered for this set of considerations. Under each are some of the possible aspects or requirements for the system that need to be identified or defined in order to best evaluate the benefits or drawbacks of DFAM; note that this is not an exhaustive list and other considerations may be needed for large and complex projects. The earlier in the design phase that DFAM can be considered, the better. Early adoption can serve to both drive the design or re-design to ensure feasibility with AM and to provide an early (and less costly) exit and adoption of another design method if it should become clear that the AM is not the best choice for manufacturing the system.
In cases where the use of AMEMD is applicable for part of the system or product but not all, a hybrid system could also certainly be developed, as shown in Figure 7 . In practice, the hybrid system would be more applicable, as the system components or sub-assemblies could be made using the most feasible method for the design. Before using this or any other design methodology, the designer should carefully complete a manufacturability analysis to ensure that no dead-ends are encountered when completing the design. This is especially important when the product or system being designed will be used in a dynamic system or otherwise pose a risk to human life if failure occurs during use. This is an area that has not yet been explored well in the design literature and merits further consideration in future research in this area. 
Case Study: Re-Design of AIM-120 AMRAAM Airframe

Overview and Model Details
Presented in this section is a simple case study that was developed to demonstrate the procedure of re-design using AMEMD principles. In this case study, the system was taken and the parts combined into as few parts as possible in order to reduce their number and to reduce interfaces. The parts were then optimized on performance and mass to produce a system that is both optimized and has fewer components. One of the case studies presented by Hernandez et al. [60] was a fixed-fin model of an AIM-9X Sidewinder (Air Intercept Missile 9X). In the present work, another (more complex) missile airframe was studied, the AIM-120 AMRAAM (Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile) ( Figure 8) ; the airframe for this missile can be re-designed in order to decrease the number of parts while not fundamentally changing the external design. However, the internal design can be modified to utilize lattice structures or topology optimization that can be made using AM to optimize the design. Note that the exact design for this airframe is not available due to commercial and government protection, so the one presented here is a simplified model [113] [114] [115] [116] but is as accurate as possible and will serve the purpose of this study. Table 3 shows the basic list of components for this model, which consists of tube sections, control surfaces, and fasteners, for a total of 17 major parts and 60 fasteners; the exploded view of the airframe is shown in Figure 9 . In this model, the airframe parts are assumed to be made from tough polymer materials, such as a phenolic, except for the fasteners and the rear control surfaces; those parts are assumed to be made from aluminum. The walls of the airframe are assumed to be 4 mm thick. The airframe will be subjected to some fatigue, but the duration of that fatigue will be limited to the few hours that the missile will be attached to an aircraft and be in flight after launch. Therefore, the anisotropic nature of the AM materials is not anticipated to be a threat to the integrity of the structure during storage or use. In use, certification will be required, as it will be for all AM-build flight hardware. 
Item Component
Number in Model   1  Nose cone  1  2 Front electronics and control section 1 3
Rear electronics and control section 1 4
Payload housing section 1 5
Front control surfaces (fixed) 4 6 Fuel and motor housing section 1 7
Nozzle and rear control housing section 1 8
Rear control surfaces (adjustable) 4 9 Rear control surface actuator hinges 4 10
Fasteners 60
Both phenolic materials [118, 119] and aluminum [120, 121] are feasible to additively manufacture using the choice of one of several processes, and all of the parts are small enough to produce using existing AM processes. Therefore, this airframe can be made within the AM manufacturability constraints and therefore is a good candidate for AMEMD to improve its design and reduce the number of parts. In reviewing the basic design of this system, it becomes clear that a hybrid modular-AMEMD method would produce the most effective design since some of the sub-systems have moving parts and need to stay intact. Some of the sub-assemblies (Table 4) need to remain as such, but re-design can be accomplished on some other areas. The particular areas that should be examined are those where large parts can be combined or an interface between several parts needs to be used. Table 4 . AIM-120 airframe parts and sub-assemblies.
Sub-Assembly Parts
Nose cone Nose cone 
Examination of Part Combination Opportunities
Excluding the fasteners, there are 17 interfaces in the model as it is currently designed, each of which should be examined to find opportunities to combine parts into larger and more complex ones:
1. Nose cone-upper electronics housing: The nose cone holds the guidance for the missile and may need to be replaced or upgraded, so it is best to not eliminate this interface. 2. Upper and lower electronics housing: One of the details that can be derived from the promotional literature for the AIM-120 is that the upper section which holds the electronics is made in two pieces, which can be easily combined into a single piece, assuming that the internal components will allow this. It is assumed that it was originally made in two parts to allow customized connections to the internal parts; using AM to create an optimized internal structure to connect to the electronics should allow the combination of these two parts. In addition to removing an interface, 12 of the fasteners can also be eliminated. Preserving access to the electronics for assembly and maintenance would be an important design consideration during the part re-combination. This should be checked to ensure that either no conflict exists or the AM part can be modified to account for it. 3. Electronics housing to payload: It is obvious that the payload section needs to be easily accessible to the user of the missile, so it would be best to retain this interface as-is. 4. Payload to upper control surfaces: For this missile, the upper control surfaces are fixed to the airframe and assumed to be made from the same material as the airframe. Therefore, the upper control surfaces can and should be integrated into the payload housing. The front fins could be combined with either the payload section or the motor/fuel section, but the best choice is the payload section; this is primarily to ensure that the air flows smoothly around the fins and that interface issues will not affect the leading surface of the control fin. 5. Payload to motor/fuel section: As previously stated, the payload section should be independent as much as possible, so this interface should remain. Access to the motor and fuel supply are also reasons to retain the interface between the payload and motor/fuel sections. 6. Motor to nozzle section: The rear control surfaces are driven by actuators near the nozzle and the nozzle and motor interface may need to be maintained and inspected. 7. Nozzle section to rear control surface hinges: Since the hinges need to be free-moving and connected to internal actuators, no combination can be accomplished. 8. Hinges to rear control surfaces: Since the rear control surfaces and hinges are both made from aluminum in this model, and their combination is relatively small, AMEMD makes sense for these parts.
Part Re-Combination and New System Model
After examination, three areas can benefit from the use of AMEMD; three sets of parts (the electronics housing, the mid-section fins and body, and the rear control surfaces) can be consolidated for a total reduction of parts from 17 to nine major components, plus the elimination of at least 12 fasteners. The upper and lower sections of the electronics housing (Figure 10a ), the payload housing and its fins (Figure 10b) , and the lower fins and their hinges (Figure 10c ) can be recombined. In this case, the focus will be on reducing part count and optimizing the parts; future work will need to focus on other perspectives, such as ergonomics, safety, testing costs, and other such considerations. The best design is certainly a hybrid of the AMEMD and the original design of the airframe, as shown in Figure 11 . The nose cone and fuel/motor sections are left in their original design, the rear fins/hinges, the electronics housing, and the payload sections are combined to eliminate interfaces, and the rear housing section is a combination of both. Figure 12 shows the new airframe design, with the modified parts being highlighted in red; note the significant reduction of part count for the model with no fundamental change in the design. 
Part Re-Design and Optimization
In addition to combining functions into larger and more complex parts, the parts under study can be further optimized due to the design freedom offered by the use of AM to manufacture them.
Electronics Housing Optimization
For the new electronics housing, the external design and interfaces between the payload and the nose cone are fixed. However, internal modifications can be made using AM-enabled methods, particularly topology optimization and lattice design. In addition to the basic housing, mounting bosses and other internal structures can be integrated into the design. Figure 13 shows examples of this for the section under study, where the Pareto R TopOpt software was used to optimize the part. The basic housing (Figure 13a ) can be redesigned with a box lattice structure, reducing the mass significantly (about 40% for this section) while maintaining structural integrity. If integrated internal features are needed, such as mounting bosses for the electronics, these can be integrated into the lattice as well; Figure 13b shows this with a body-centered cubic (BCC) lattice design. Both of these designs can easily be made using a variety of AM processes, subject only to the minimal length scale requirement for manufacturing [122] [123] [124] . In addition to the reduction of mass, the use of a lattice structure could also assist in cooling the electronics system. 
Payload and Upper Control Surfaces
In addition to the improvement of the internal structure, the payload section can also be integrated more fully with the control surfaces via a smoother transition. The smoother transition could reduce drag on the airframe, requiring less power to propel the missile; this, combined with the reduction in housing mass, increases the allowable payload mass and size without increasing the size of the missile or increasing fuel use. However, it is possible that other aspects could be negatively affected, such as frame integrity and stability during flight or the effect of a lighter airframe on the native sensor network in the missile. Figure 14 shows an example solution for this, but many re-designs are feasible for this, determined primarily by the design and composition of the internal components. The fundamental purpose of the smoothing between the fins and the payload section is to reduce drag on the fins while also reinforcing them and preventing failure during flight. Since this missile is usually launched from a horizontal orientation, it is essential that the control surfaces are steady and reliable. The smoothing radius is a simple parameter that is easy to control during design and analysis, so two levels are shown. The radius can affect the streamlining of the missile, and therefore its stability and controllability during flight. Therefore, the designer should consider the best radius using both computational tools and physical testing. 
Rear Control Surfaces
The re-design of the rear control surface is the least complex of the three new parts generated in this case study, requiring only the combination of the two parts and integrating. The combination of the two parts can be used as-is (Figure 15a) or the control surface can be re-designed to be more streamlined (Figure 15b ), depending on the needs and preferences of the designer. 
Design Evaluation
After re-design, the new system should be evaluated to ensure that the new design is at least equivalent to the old design; in theory, it should be superior to the old design but this must to be established in order to justify using AMEMD. Three major areas should be considered:
1. Manufacturing: The manufacturing process for the system should have been improved, with a particular focus on reducing production time and cost. In this case, a number of parts were re-combined which may reduce the assembly time; however, it is possible that the assembly time would increase if the condensed parts required any special tools or new processes to integrate with the other parts. For the airframe re-design, this may be an issue for the electronics housing if the internal components of the missile require easy access. The designer should consider this a trade-off when it is a problem; this may be mitigated during the design by producing a new assembly procedure which considers integration with the larger housing section. 2. Functionality and Performance: In order for AMEMD to be useful, it must produce some benefit to the designer. Therefore, it must be established that the new design gives at least one measurable benefit and that the general performance is at least as good as the old design. In this case, the performance and reliability of the missile must be at least as good as a missile which follows the original design. It was clear during the consolidation and optimization of the modified parts that the weight was certainly reduced, which may have a positive impact on performance and control. An additional advantage which may be gained from using AM is the presence of a layered surface if untreated; this may reduce drag on the airframe by providing a small surface roughness to reduce the laminar fluid flow around the airframe. 3. Usability: In order for the new product or system to be useful, it must be reliable and useful for its core mission. The particular considerations for this and all AM-related designs are those discussed for the domain applicability, namely repairability, maintainability, and the possibility of upgrading the system. No matter how reliable the system is, there will eventually be breakdowns and needed part upgrades and so this must be considered during design. In terms of AM, repairability is sometimes possible but it should not be assumed for most AM parts. Maintainability and component upgrades are dependent on how the system is broken down; in general, any broken or worn parts made using AM would need to simply be replaced instead of being maintained or upgrades. However, this can be mitigated by the ability of AM to build complex and custom geometry and tailored materials, as this can reduce the need for maintenance. The on-demand manufacturability of AM parts would also reduce the need for part upgrades, as new part designs can be built as needed and the old one thrown away or recycled. For the missile airframe, the basic design is fairly well established, so it should be easy to design and manufacture new parts as needed in the field. Since the usability of the design is already established any upgrades or repairs would use a similar design to the old one, with similar reliability and usability.
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of the present study was to explore the idea of using additive manufacturing to improve modular design of products by providing the means to use multi-function parts instead of sub-assemblies. Part consolidation and design modularity are often seen as conflicting design methods, but in the context of DFAM, they can be complementary for many systems. The elimination of the interfaces within the system is predicted to increase the reliability of the system, as well as simplifying it. The concept presented follows most of the basic principles of modular product design, as reviewed and discussed extensively, except for the principles of standardization, serviceability, and in-the-field customization. However, the loss of these capabilities within the modular design paradigm may not be a problem due to the design freedom from AM; standardization is no longer any more efficient than customization and serviceability and field customization are not major concerns, as new parts can be made on-demand in a few hours or days. This is, of course, subject to testing and certification requirements for any manufactured flight hardware made using AM. All AM processes have fairly restrictive manufacturability constraints, which must be considered carefully during design. In addition to the standard manufacturability constraints, the domain of applicability for this method is restricted by the size of the combined parts, the use of AM-processable materials, and on the skill and expertise of the designer to ensure manufacturability in the design. AM technologies are not efficient or preferable in all cases, so a study should be done before attempting such a design technique to ensure that it is feasible. The option to off-ramp from using an AM-based method should be built in as well, in case the design process proved non-feasible or too expensive for the problem as hand. The three most important material considerations are the choice of materials, the presence of fatigue stresses in the system (due to the anisotropic nature of the materials), and the smallest feature in the built part.
A broad case study was presented to demonstrate the concepts and to provide a practical example of applicability. A missile airframe was re-designed in a hybrid function-combination and traditional modular design, which resulted in the reduction of almost 50% of the parts and elimination of a number of fasteners. Optimization of the parts via AM-enabled digital means was demonstrated as well with the lattice design and streamlining of the parts.
This method is potentially very valuable for some systems, but should be considered one of several feasible methods until established as preferable and feasible by the designer. An important future research area for this concept is the certification of the resulting parts for use on actual systems. The case study presented in this study will require flight-hardware certification before use, but not all systems will require such a detailed and expensive process before use. For most simple systems and many others, this method may provide a more efficient design or re-design process which takes advantage of both the strengths of modularization and the design freedom of AM.
